Lucky 7

Back Seat Bingo
Ticket Form Number:
Manufacturer:

Douglas Press, Inc.

Price:

$0.50

Number of Tickets in Deal:

1800

Top Instant Prize:

$50.00

Payout:

$630.00

Profit:

$270.00

Percent Payback:
Total Instant Winners:
Overall Odds of Winning:
Approval Date:

Flare Card Image

9419

70%
152
1:11.84
March 17, 2006

How to Play
BACK SEAT BINGO™ is a bingo event game with instant winners and bingo event winners. To
play, the player would pay $0.50 for the ticket and then open the windows on the back side to
reveal the symbols. If the symbols inside the ticket match the winning combinations on the
front, they are a winner. All instant winners will have a cash payout showing the amount
won. There are 1,800 tickets in a deal with 152 instant winners.
There are 75 bingo HOLD numbers in the set identified by a green bingo ball graphic and a
bingo number (1 through 75). These holders have a chance to win a bingo event prize of
$150. The player holding the green ball number of the last bingo number drawn wins $150.
There are also 15 HOLD numbers in the set identified by a taxi graphic, the word “DRIVER,” a
red number (1 through 15) in a circle, and the text “HOLD FOR CHANCE AT $200” closest to
the tab hinge. These “DRIVER” holders have a chance to win $200.
Finally, there are an additional 75 HOLD numbers in the set identified by a taxi passenger
graphic, the word “PASSENGER,” a blue number (1 through 75) in a circle, and the text “HOLD
FOR CHANCE AT $25” closest to the tab hinge. These “PASSENGER” holders have a chance to
win $25.
Players who receive a hold ticket sign their name on the corresponding line of the card’s
“register”, which is located on the back of the flare card. Holders of the green bingo ball
graphic and a bingo number (1 through 75) sign their name on the “Green Bingo Number
Register”, “DRIVER” holders sign their name on the “Driver Ball Number Register”, and
“PASSENGER” holders sign their name on the “Passenger Ball Number Register”. This ensures
that if the game is not completely sold out in one day, the players will receive their winnings.
Once the game is completely sold out, the operator will draw bingo balls to determine the
winning hold numbers in the game. The winning “DRIVER” hold number is determined when all
the numbers in a vertical row on the bingo board are called. The number at the top of the first
completed vertical row identifies the winning “DRIVER” number. For example, as shown in the
sample below, if B-13, I-28, N-43, G-58 and O-73 are called, completing a vertical row on the
bingo board, the winning “DRIVER” holder is DRIVER number 13. The player holding the one
ticket with DRIVER number 13 is awarded the $200 prize. The winning “PASSENGER” numbers
are all five numbers in that same vertical row. There will be five “PASSENGER” winning tickets
in the game. Each player holding a “PASSENGER 13,” “PASSENGER 28,” “PASSENGER 43,”
“PASSENGER 58,” or “PASSENGER 73” ticket is awarded a $25 prize. The player holding the
green bingo ball ticket with the number matching the last number called wins a $150 prize.
BACK SEAT BINGO™ can be played with any bingo game. If a bingo occurs before a vertical
row on the bingo board is completed, the game operator will continue to draw bingo numbers
until a vertical row is completed so a winning “DRIVER” holder number and associated winning
“PASSENGER” holder numbers can be determined.
Sample Flashboard
B 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
I 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
N 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45
G 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60
O 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75

TOTAL WINNERS

PAY OUT
VALUE

WINNING COMBINATIONS

1 Winner @ $50.00

$50.00

Traffic Light + Traffic Light + Traffic Light

1 Winner @ $20.00

$20.00

Walk Sign + Walk Sign + Walk Sign

20 Winners @ $1.00

$20.00

US Route + US Route + US Route

130 Winners @ $0.50

$65.00

Stop Sign + Stop Sign + Stop Sign

